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Russia's Foreign Policy Surge: 
Causes and Implications* 
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opened up by the electoral cycle. This is attributed 10 the inherent tension 
in a diarch昂的e ratchet effect, and the unfavorable international environ
ment. 11 is αsserted that if the current window 0/中1fJortunity is shut, and 
as time goes by Russian politicians get gωredup once αrgain戶r electoral 
competW帥" the chances o[ a rapprochement between Russia and the West 
wil/ grow even dimmer. 

KEYWORDS: Russiaj foreign policy; Vladimir Putinj Dmitrii Medvedev; 
domestic/foreign linkage. 

* * * 

The conflict between Russia and Georgia in 2008 over the break

away region of South Ossetia has endangered the relationship 
between Russia and the West. This significant development in 

intemational relations is a direct result ofRussia's foreign policy surge that 

began in mid-2006 and then intensified rapidly in 2007. What is the cause 
of this abrupt burst of Russian assertiveness? What are its implications? 

These are extremely important questions for anyone concemed with re 

gional and global peace and security. As Russia is a truly Eurasian power 

that s甘etches from Eastem Europe through Central and East Asia, a change 

in Moscow's policy orientation is bound to have a g閃at impact in both 
continents. This surge therefore deserves the closest attention by countries 

in both 也e West and Asia 
This pap治r begins with a short review of Russia's low foreign policy 

profile under Boris Yeltsin and during the first six ye盯S of his successor 

Vladimir Putin. This is followed by a description of the abrupt foreign 
policy surge in the latter half of Putin's second term. Three explanations 

are offered: a favorable balance of power for Russia, increasing pressure 
from the West, and electoral competition.ηle first and second are inter
national-level explanations, while the 也ird is one derived from domestic 

politics. Although it is trne that intemational factors provided the overall 

environment for Russia's foreign policy surge, they fail to account for its 

timing and abruptness, or the way in which the surge occurred. Domestic 
politics and the electoral cycle in Russia are then examined to find the 

critical variable that tilted the balance in mid-2006 and made Russian for
eign policy what it is today. The relative strengths ofthe three explanations 
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are also tested in a comparison between Russia and China. Here the in

ternational explanations are found wanting, for they cannot explain the 

anomaly that China, with much greater capabilities than Russia and under 

at least as much pressure from the West, did not assert itself as much as 

Russia did tow田d the end ofPutin's second term. The domestic politics ex 

planation, however, works quite well. The lack of competitive electoral 

politics in China and the much reduced need for the Chinese Communist 

ruling elite to whip up ant卜Western sentiment during periods of political 

succession can account for the di旺erences between Russia and China in 

their approaches toward the outside world. This is not to argue that Russia's 

rising power and the West's eastward expansion are not impo此ant. Those 

factors did provide the background for a reorientation of Putin's foreign 

policy. However, in order to understand the surge, its timing, and its 

abruptness, one needs to look into Russia's domestic po1itics, an area tradi 
tionally overlooked by Western scholars who easily brush aside the com 

petitive nature of Russ間's semi-democratic system.' Finally, given that 

electoral competition is a key factor in Russia's most recent burst of as 

sertiveness, Moscow's foreign po1icy should become more rea1istic when 

the elections are over, as Russian politicians can better afford such attitudes 

in a favorable international environment. However, this certainly does not 

exclude the possibility that Russia will react very strongly when one of 

its core interests is directly threatened, as the conflict with neighboring 

Georgia shows. It simply suggests that the domestic need for a foreign 

policy surge is reduced in the years between elections, and that there is 

a window of opportunity for international reconciliation. Failing this, Mos

cow's foreign policy will be more recalcitrant, and the differences between 

Russia and the West less reconcilable. In the light of this observation, the 

conflict in Georgia may be said to have come at the worst time, as it may 

lFor examp胎， Steven Fish claims that Russia's democratic experiment sufIered from a host 
of unfavorable factors in the 199曲， and totally failed when Putin got himse1f reelected in 
20日 4. See M. Steven F恤， Democracy from Scratch: Opposit叩n and Regime in the New 
Russian Reν'olution (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1995); and M. Steven Fish, 
Democracy Derailed in Russia: The Fa i!ure ofOpen PoUtics (New York: Cambridge Uni 
versity Press, 2005) 
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have nipped the chances of a Russia-West reconciliation in the bud. 

Russia's Foreign Policy Surge and Its Explanations 

Because ofthe breakup ofthe Soviet Uni凹， Russia's traumatic eCQ

nomic transition , the halving of its population , significant losses in its 

natural resources as well as its military capabili旬， and the chaos of its 

democratic system, Russia remained weak during the 1990s when Boris 

Yeltsin was its president. This decade may be divided into two periods. 

The ear1y period was characterized by its liberal pro-Western policy under 

Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev (October 1990-January 1996), and the 

later period by the more Eurasia-centered pragmatism of Yevgenii Prima

kov (January 1996-September 1998) and Igor Ivanov (September 1998-

May 2000)2 The sacking of Kozyrev in early 1996 was a clear sig l1 of 

Yeltsin's displeasure with his foreign minister's unpopular pro-Western 

stance as the country geared up for the mid-year presidential electio l1. The 

replacement of Kozyrev by Primakov suggests that Atla l1ticism was 110 

longer in vogue and Eurasianism was on the rise. However, despite 

Primakov's call for a multi自polar world and an anti-hegemonic coalition, he 

still yielded to the overwhelming power of the West, retlecting the general 

tendency under Boris Yeltsin. His successor, Igor Ivanov, did the same. 

Moscow's protest against the dominance of the West was sheer rhetoric 

which was never buttressed by real action3 When push came to shove, 

Russia would still not challenge the will ofthe West.' It simply succumbed 

2Tom Casier, "Putin's policy towards the West: Reflections on the Nature ofRussian Foreîgn 
Poli可'，" fnternat的nal Polìtics 43 , nO. 3 (July 2006): 386ø 87 
3Hua叩ng D 目凹1唱gxue吼，

n zhe叩ngc閃e de x刮inbia叩nhua"恥" (From retreat t怕o r閃es釗JS“ta叩nce: an analysis of t由he latest c咄ha削nge m 
Russia'冶s fo閃1唱gn po叫li且cy toward th旭e Unit阻ed St旭at阻es吋)， Guoji zhengzhi ya呵iu (Studies ofIoM 

ternational Politics) (Beijing), no. 2 (April-June 2008): 161 
4The height ofRussia's protest against the West came during the Kosovo crisis, when in June 
1999 Russian troops en扭扭d Kosovo and occupied Pristina airpo此， in violation of intema 
tional agreements. Ivanov initially promised a withdrawal of Russian troops, only to find 
himself subsequent1y overruled by Yeltsin. However, this move did not alter the overall 
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Figure 1 
Russia's Relationship with the West 
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扭曲e overwhelming pressure from the United States and Enrope. In short, 

Russia's relationship with the West throughout the 1990s remained an 

unequalone 

Even with the change of guard at the tum ofthe decade, one finds no 

significant di缸erence between Russia's foreign policy in the èarly 2000s 

and that ofthe 1990s, i.e. , between Vladimir Putin's first term and the reign 

ofBoris Yeltsin. There is even a noticeable toning down ofRussia's pro

tests against the West in the initial years of Putin's rnle, under that same 

foreign minister, Ivanov, who loyal1y followed the directions of his new 

master. However, the second Putin term (2004-08) witnessed a radical 

change, particularly in the last two years ofPutin's rule (see figure 1). Rus且

sia became much more assertive and openly talked of retaliating against 

Westem actions that encroached on its vital interests.5 The change under 

picture in Kosovo, as NATO kept control of the province and watched over its eventual 
dec1 aration of indep也ndence

5Most observers agree that there was a major change in Russia's foreign policy toward the 
end ofPutin's rule. See Huan臣，
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Putin in his second tenn was abrupt and it greatly surprised the West. What 

is the reason for this rise in Russian assertiveness, the single most impo此ant

phenomenon in the foreign policy of post-communist Russia。

A缸er Putin fonnally took over political power from Boris Yeltsin in 

2000, he was clearly aware ofRussia's weaknesses when he said in his first 

add聞自 to the Russian Federal Assembly: "The growing gap between lead 

ing nations and Russia pushes us towards becoming a third world count旬， 116

His priorities were to rebuild the state and revive the economy, as only 

when those goals were achieved could Russia be strong again and respected 

in the world. Putin realized that Russia's occasional tough rhetoric in the 

latter half of the 1990s had proved ineffective as it was not buttressed by 

any real action.7 Based on this perception, Putin laid a foundation for 

Russia's foreign policy of "pragmat凹血， eCOnOmlC e宜ectiveness ， and the 

pnOfl大y ofnational tasks." For him, the main purpose offoreign policy was 

to serve the country's economic revival and the buildup of its national 

strength. Because Russia lacked the means to exert influence in the inter

national arena, it had to tum inward, implement refonn, gain strength, and 

then come back to the stage8 In a sense, it was not unlike what Deng 

Xiaoping (部小平) advised his colleagues to do after the Tiananmen (天安

門) incident: keep a cool head, maintain a low profile, never take the lead, 

and concentrate on developing the economy.9 From the early 1990s, China 

are others who think there was a consistent line throughout Putin's tenure. See Alen Lynch, 
"P月ing zhengquanjiaojie wenti he Eluosi waijiao" (The question ofpower transition forthe 
Putin 閥割me and Russia's foreign policy), Eluosi y，叫jiu (Russian Studi目) (Shanghai), no 
2 (March/Apri12007): 17-23. Some scholars stress the differences between Kozyrev and 
Primakov, and between Primakov-Ivanov under Yeltsin and Ivanov under Putin, and divide 
the whole period into four phases: initial am叮 with the West, realistic defiance, rapproche
ment, and assertive surge. See Xing Guangcheng, "p月ing dui Mei zhengce de jiben 1u叩"
(The basic logic ofPutin's American po1icy), Renmin luntan (People's Tribune) (Beijing), 
no. 224 (ApriI2008): 17 

6Vladimir Putin, "Annual Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation," 
July 8, 2000, http://www.kremlin.ru/eng!speechesI2000/07/08/0000 _ type70029type82912 

70658.shtml (accessed July 20, 2008)。

7Huang, "Cong tuirang dao kangzheng," 159 
8Casier, "Putin's Policy towards the West," 384 
9日u Xinli and Cui Weifeng, "Eluosijueqi de fengxiangbiao-buduan qiangying de dui Mei 
taidu" (An indicator of Russia's rise-ever hardening attitude toward the United S個tes) ，
Fazhi yu shehui (Legal System and Socie句) (Kunming), no. 3 (Part 1) (March 2008): 280 
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concen甘ated on economic growth and made great progress. One can clear

ly see a similar mentality in Putin's address to the Russian parliament when 

he took over in 2000. His goal was to revive Russia's economy by re

building the state, protecting property righ帖， adopting unitary tax rates, 

fighting corruption, and of course taking advantage of the favorable ex

ternal economic conditions. IO Onall those fronts, Russia has demonstrated 

lmp自由lve prog阻ss. In short, .Putin showed his commitment to the econ 

omy from the very start ofhis presidency, and defined the goals ofRussia's 

foreign policy accordingly. This can be characterized as the "economiza

tion of foreign policy.川 1

If one examines Putin's official statements and Russia's foreign policy 

from 2000 to 2005,12 there appears to be a consistent line ofpragmatism 

running through his first term and into the second. 13 Putin's offer of Rus

sian help to the United States in the immediate aftermath of September 

IOIn the words ofForeign Minister Igor Ivanov, Russia has "a sober andrealistic view ofRus
sia's place and role in intemational relations, unencumber它d by any ideological prejudices 
and stereotypes," and "the central goal of Russian foreign policy was and remains creating 
the optimal external conditions for continued domestic transfonnation that strengthens the 
governmer前， improves the econorny, and increases the wellbeing ofRussian citizens." See 
Igor Ivanov, The New Russian Diplomacy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2日。 2).
33. 141 

Il Casie丸 "Putin's Policy towards the West，'守的
12See note 6 above; Vladimir Putin, "News Conference Following a Meeting of Heads of 

State During the G8 Summit," July 23, 2000, h坤的www.kremlin.ru/en甚Ite叫Ispeeches/
2000/07/23/0000_ type82914type 82915 _128921.shtml (accessed July 20, 2008); Vladimir 
Putin, "Annual Address to the Federal Assembly ofthe Russian Federation," April3 , 2日， 1 ，
http://www.kremlin.ru/eng/sp間ches/200 1/04/03/0000_ type70029type82912 _70660 
shtml (accessed July 20, 2008); Vladimir Putin, "News Con晶rence a吐er the G8 Summit," 

June 28 , 2002 , ht中的州、N.kremlin.ru!eng/text/speeches/20日2/06/28/0000_type82914 
type82915 _150122.sh加1 (accessed July 20, 2008); Vladimir Putin, "Annual Address to 
the Federal Assembly ofthe Russian Federation," April 18, 2002 http://www.kremlin 凹/
englspeechesl2002/04/18/0000 _ type7日 n9type8291 2_70662.shtml (accessed July 20 , 
2008); Vladimir Putin, "Annual Add間ss to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Feder
ation," May 16, 2003, http://、叭Nw.kremlin.ruJenglspeeches/2003/05/16/0000 _ type 70日 29
type82912_ 44692.shtml (accessed July 21 , 2008); Vladimir Putin, "Annual Address 扭曲e
Federal Assembly ofthe Russian Federation," Apri125, 2005, http://www.kremlin.r叫engl
speeches/2005/04/25/2031_ type70日29type82912_87086.shtml (accessed July 21 , 2008); 
and Vladimir Putin, "Meeting with Russian and Foreign Media Following the G8 Summit," 
Ju1y 8, 2005, http://wwv抗 kremlin.ru!eng/text/speeches/2005107/0811 132 可pe82915

91210.shtml (accessed July 21 , 2008) 
13Casie丸 "Putin's Policy towards the We哎"
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11th was a clear sign ofthis motif. There was a coincidence ofinterests 

between the two countries as both were fighting international terrorism 

connected with radical Islamic movements. Russia even rendered as

sistance to NATO's military operation in A屯hanist肥， and raised no objec

tion when Washington sought to establish military bases in Kyrgyzstan and 

Uzbekistan. 14 Russia and the West also shared an interest in preventing the 

spread of weapons of mass destruction. In this overall favorable environ

ment, Putin reacted mildly to Washington's decision to withdraw from the 

1972 anti -ballistic m闊別le regime. The exchange of state visits by Putin 

and George W. Bush in November 2001 and May 2002 marked the 划gh

point in U.S.-Russian relations in this early stage. The two countries 

agreed to cut nuclear warheads by two-thirds. 15 The NATO-Russia Council 

was also signed into existence with the Rome Dec!aration of May 2002, 
giving Moscow an equal voice in counterterrorism, peacekeepin耳， and 

arrns control. 

The American invasion of Iraq in March 2003 caused some friction 

between Russia and the U.S.-led coalition, but Putin was quick to point out 

in April that he intended to maintain good relations with the United States 

and its allies. Moscow's objection to 也e invasion ofIraq was even milder 

than that ofFrance or Gerrnany.16 Russia took pains to signal to the United 

States that it was a staunch ally in the global fight against terrorism, and 

that bilateral ties between the two sides would not be damaged by their diι 

ferences over Iraq. The Camp David meeting between Bush and Putin in 

September that year witnessed the confirrnation that the United States and 

14Marshall L Goldman, "Russia and the West: Mutually Assured Distrust," Current History 
106, no. 702 (October 2007): 314 

的In the 2002 Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (SORT), the United States and Russia 
promised to deploy fewer than 2,200 operational strategic warheads each by December 31 , 
2012 
的Of course this can also be explained as an attempt by Moscow to act as a pivot between 

the United States and "Old Europe" (as U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld dubbed 
France and Gennany), and gain concessions from both. In any 臼se， Russi的 opposition
to the U.S. invasion ofI raq was far less categorical than that of either France or Germany. 
See Mark N. Katz, "Exploiting Rivalrics: Putin's Foreign Policy," CUrf凹t Histo/y 103, 
no. 674 (October 2004); 338 
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Russia were allies in the war on te叮or， and the two countries agreed that 
1ran should not be allowed to develop nuclear weapons. These friendly 

relations extended into 2004, with both Putin and Bush reelected. The 

"color revolutions" in Georgia (November 2003), Ukraine (November 

2004), and Kyrgyzstan (March 2005) were the cause of great concem in 
Moscow, but the overall relationship with Washington was considered 

much more important in Putin's overall strategy for developing Russia's 
economy and keeping on good terms with the United States. This basic 

stance was maintained even after NATO's second eastward expansion 
into former Soviet satellites or ex-Soviet republics in Central and Eastern 

Europe in 2004, bringing NATO's military bases up to Russia's borders 

with those countries 
Relations between Russia and the West experienced an abrupt down

tum in mid-2006 when Putin fired his first salvo at the United States. 1n his 

annual address to the Federal Assembly, Putin complained about America's 
military buildup and compared the United States with a wolf that "knows 

who to eat and is not about to listen to anyone. ,, 17 He made similar remarks 

when addressing Russia's ambassadors in June, criticizing the United 

States for its obsession with the use of force, lack of interest in dis缸ma
ment, refusal to enter a dialogue with other states, and indulgence in Russia 

bashing. 18 These criticisms were unprecedented from Putin, a hitherto 
staunch ally of the West in its war on te叮叮'. The U.S. plan to deploy a 
missile defense system in Central Europe also provoked wamings of re

taliation from Putin, in contrast to Moscow's meek response in 2002 when 

the United States announced its withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Treaty. 1n October the murder of the Russian journalist Anna Polit

kovskaya, who had intensively reported on atrocities committed by Rus

sian troops in Chechnya, revealed the authoritarian nature ofPutin's rule 
and attracted much criticism from abroad. The kiIling of Aleksandr 

!7Vladimir Putin, "Annual Address to the Federal Assembly," Jnfer，叩tional司Iffairs 紹， no.3
(Ju間 20 日 6)。的

!8Yladimir Put凹， "There Are More Benefits to Be Gained through Friendship with Modem 
Russia," lnternational Affairs 52, no. 4 (August 2006): 2-3 
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Litvinenko, a former Russian security agent and critic ofPutin, with a large 

dose of radioactive polonium 210 in London, was another blow to Russia

Western relations. The sharp 29 percent increase in Russia's military 

proc旺ement that year fueled suspicions among Westem countries19 In a 

landmark speech delivered in February 2007 Putin criticized the United 

States for its unilateralism and obsession with force at the Munich Con

ference on Security Policy.20 He particularly condemned the planned de

ployment of anti-missile systems in Europe and the expansion of NATO. 

In April the relocation of a Soviet-era memorial to fallen soldiers and war 

graves in Talli凹， Estonia, provoked anger in Russia, and Estonia, a NATO 

member, found itselfunder cyber attack, presumably with the acquiescence 

of the Russian govemment.2l In his annual address to the Federal As

sembly, Putin complained about Russia's unilateral observance of出e 1990 

Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, and proposed placing 

a moratorium on it. He also criticized the West for failing to adhere to in

temationallaw, and for imposing development models on unwilling coun

tries.22 In May, Putin accused the United States of adopting a hegemonic 

policy which was a threat to the world.23 He described the Samara Summit 

!9Keti凹， "Eluosi qiangshi fuxingji qi zhanlue yingxia晦" (Russia's resurgence with a venge 
ance and its strategic impact), Eluosi zhongya do呀。u yanjiu (Russian, Central Asian, and 
East European Studies) (Beijing), 00. 4 (July-Augusr2008): 4 

20This speech w由 widely considered to be a path-breaking piece that defined Russia's new 
foreign policy. It was a1so characterized by some as a "Cold War Manifesto." See Aleksey 
Obukhov, "Russian Pres伽lt D他 Not Threaten the West," Internat酬。1 AjJairs 53, 00. 4 
(August 2007): 2 

21 The Putin govemment has shown great concem for ethnic Russians living in the "near ab-

22 

road." The funding for promoting various programs in this rega吋 in 2007 was seven times 
higher than in 2000. Of particular concem w扭曲e plight of ethnic Russians in Latvia and 
Estonia, particularly the 600,000 "stateless people," on behalf of whom Putin directed 
harsh words at the two Baltic govemments. See Vladimir Putin, "Ensuring 由e Rights and 
Freedoms ofCompatriots," lnternational Affai悶兒， no. 1 (Februa可 2007): 4 
Vladimir Putin, "AnnuaI Add自ss to the Federal Assembly," Apri126, 2007, http://www 
kremlin.rulenglspeech田 20日 7月4/26/1209_type70029type82912 _125670.shtml (accessed 

July 18, 2008) 
23In Putin's May 9, 2007, speech, he seemed to compare the United States with Nazi Ger

many. He described a 屯lobal threat in which , as in the time ofthe Nazi Third Rei曲， we
saw the same contempt for human li缸， the same claims to world exclusivity and di隘的"
See Goldman, I1Russia and the West," 317-18 
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between Russia and the European Union (EU) as an overdue dialogue 

among equals and then clashed with the EU over the "Polish question" 

which stalled the drafting ofa new EU-Russia Partnership and Cooperation 

Agreement. 24 In June, Putin attacked the intemational economic system 

and its main institutions (the World Trade Organization, the Intemational 

Monetary Fund, and the World Bank) for being under the control of a small 

number of developed countries and for bein耳 "archaic， undemocratic, and 

awkward. ,,25 In ret盯n， Bush declared that Russia had derailed its promised 

democratic reforms, and he put the independence ofKosovo on the agenda 

for July. Despite the July 1-2 meeting of the two presidents in Maine, 
Russia's relations with the United States and the West went from bad to 

worse.26 In November, the Russian parliament approved Putin's plan to 

withdraw from the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe.27 In 

December, the dispute between Russia and pro自Westem Ukraine over gas 

prices was rekindled, sending shock waves throughout Europe as Russia 

resorted to cutting 0叮 supplies to Ukraine which acts as a transit for 80 

percent of Russia's gas supplies to Europe.28 Russia was seen as a bully 

24The EU-Russia Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) covers almost all aspects 
of European Community-Russia trade, commercial and economic relations, and political 
communication up to the highest levels. It also places respect for human rights and demo
cratic processes at the very core of the relationship. It came into force on December 1, 
1997. See Vladimir Kuznechevsky, "Russia-EU Samara Summit," InternatÎonal Affairs 
53, nO. 4 (August 2007): 82-86 

25Goldman, "Russia and the West," 317 
26See Wade Boese, "Arms Issu田 Divide U.S. and Russia," Ar削 Control 品day 37, 00. 7 

(September 2007): 29 
271n his address to the Federal A田embly on April 26, Putin complained about Russia's uni

lateral observance ofthe 1990 Conventional Anned Forces in Europe Treaty when some of 
the NATO members had not even ratified it. He proposed a moratorium 00 Russia's ob
servaoce "until such time as a11 NATQ m旭e閒白mbe自 Wl泣thoutexc臼ept
obs間ervmg 1血臼 proV1S別100S丸， a晶s Russia has been do凹m唱g so f晶à.r on a unila前te叮ra訓1 bas盯is." See note 
22 above. Putin declared on J扣ul句y 14 由a瓜t Rus阻sl旭a WOl叫1ldwi血draw 企om the Treaty on Con
ventional Anned Forces io Europe in 150 days if the treaty limits on Russia and NATO 
were not altered to Mosc仙的 satisfaction. Putin's plan was endorsed by the Russian par
liament, and Russia's Foreign Minis吋 fonnally aooounced the suspension on December 
12. See Wade Boese, "Russia Suspends CFE Tr固守 Implementatior丸" Arms Control Today 
兒， no.l (Januarγ-February2日目 8):46

28Russia and Ukraine first became involved in a dispute over energy prices in the winter of 
2日。于06. In 血的 dispute， Russia halted the supply ofnatural gas to Ukraine in order to 
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that would not hesitate to use energy as a weapon. The sense of insecurity 

among European countries was heightened 

lt is quite clear that the initial pro-Westem thrust of Russia's foreign 

policy could not survive Putin's second term, particularly the last two years 

of his rule. One wonders what can best explain this abrupt policy change 

It is very important to un廿erstand the cause ofthis phenomenon, as we can 

then gain an insight into the pattem of policymaking in Russia, and extrap

olate it into the post-Putin period. Depending on which level of analysis 

(or image, as Kenneth Waltz pu旭 it) one chooses, there are four possible 

causes of Russia's foreign policy surge: the leader's personali旬， electoral 

competition, Russ旭's rising national power, and increasing pressure from 

the West.29 The leader's personality is ostensibly suitable in the Russian 

setting, because of the overwhelming power of President Putin and the 

dominant role he has played in Russia's foreign policymaking. However, 
to trace a major policy change in Russia to the personality of its paramount 

leader is inherently flawed, as personality persists over time, and thus 

cannot constitute a plausible explanation for the abrupt sur直e. The second 

possible cause is domestic politics (Waltz's second image). This would ex

plain Russia's new approach as being a reflection of the country's regime 

type, and the electoral cycles derived 仕om it.30 The third and fourth ex

planations are intemational by nature (the third image), citing the shifting 

balance of power and rising extemal pressure as the main causes of the 

Kremlin's policy change. The following discussion will concentrate on the 

relative merits of the last three explanations and weigh domestic politics 

against intemational factors in explaining Russia's foreign policy surge 

impose a price rise. In the followìng winter Russia raised energy prices for Georgia. There 
was another dispute over energy prices with Belarus and Ukraine at the end of 2007 

29For Kenneth Waltz's three images, see Kenneth N. Waltz, M帥• the State. and 1f旬'r: A 
Theoretical Analysis (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959) 

30por some observers, it is the transitional nature ofRussia that causes domestic politics 
to be the prime determinant of foreign policy. See Yuan Shengyu, "Guonei zhengzhi 
yu duiwai guanxi" (Domestic politics and external relations), Eluosi y叫7jiu ， no. 4 (Sep
tember-December 2006): 38 
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The Deficiency ofInternational Explanations 

It is plausible that a shift in the balance of powerin Russia's favor and/ 

or rising Western pressure may have given rise to a more assertive foreign 

policy in the Kremlin. 31 The former gave Russia the capabi巨大Y to play 

tough, and the latter enhanced Russi的 threat perception and prompted it 

to counteract that threat. That may have been true in a general sense; how

ever, if one takes a closer look at the situation, the deficiency of these two 

third-image explanations becomes obvious. The two international factors 

cannot account for the abruptness and timing of the surge, nor can they 

explain why China has responded to a simil刮目tuation in a way that con 

trasts sharply with Russia's approach. In order to fully account for Russia's 

foreign policy surge in mid-2006, one needs to integrate both the inter 

national-Ievel explanations that stress the rising power of Russia and the 

Westls incessant encroachment on Russian interests, and the domestic 

political factors that tilted the balance and prompted the surge. The former 

provided the background and the momentum, while the latter determined 

the timing and the way in which the surge took place. 

Russia's rise under Putin is unquestionable. J2 When he took over 

from Boris YeItsin, the Russian economy had experienced a series of 

traumas from a short period of shock therapy, hyperinflation, a sharp de

cline in production, and a crippling financial crisis in 1998 出at dashed 

whatever hopes had been raised by the modest re∞very of the previous 

ye缸 33 The country's gross domestic product (GDP) was down by 50 

31 Huang, "Cong tuirang dao kangzheng," 159 
32Putin took credit for this economic rcsurgence, even though one can claim that it was 

primarily caused by skyrocketing energy pr時間， or that it owed a lot to -the structural 
reform of the 1990s that laid the foundation for a normal market economy based On 
pnvate ente~pri咽， and the 1998 financial crash which cleansed the market economy 
See Anders Áslund , "Putin's Lurch toward Tsarism and Neoimperialism: Why the United 
States Should Care," Democratizatsia 16, nO. 1 (Winter 2008): 17-25 

33For a review of the Russian economic transition, see Wu Yu-Shan, Eluosi zhuanxing 
1992-1999: yige zhengzhijingjixue defenxi (Russia's transition 1992-1999: a politico
economic analysÌs) (Taipei: Wun血， 2000)
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percent.34 It was in economic meltdown.35 Chechnya was in revolt, and 

two invasions by Russian forces had been unable to quell the rebellion. 

After Putin became president, he took pains to strengthen the state, 
clamped down on corruption, reined in the oligarchs, redressed the ex

cesses of hasty privatiz別的見 and energized the economy.36 He was able 

to combine authoritarian political control in the name of suverennαya 

demokratiya (sovereign democracy) with a booming state-directed capi回1-

ist economy (state capitalism),37 buttressed by ever higher energy prices.18 

In his 2003 annual address to the Federal Assembly, Putin set out his goal 

of doubling Russia's GDP within a decade. This would require an annual 

growth rate of roughly 7 percent, a target the Russian economy proved 

capable of meeting in the following years39 In 2005 Russia regained its 

pre-transition economic strength and registered its first net capital inflow 

In 2007 it grew to be the world's eighth largest industrial power and was 

sitting on the third largest foreign exchange reserves. As an indicator of 

foreigners' confidence in Russia，吐le coun甘y attracted the seventh largest 

34Huang, "Cong tuirang dao kangzher唔，" 165 
35Mark Kramer, "U.S. Policy and Russia's Economic Plight: Lessons 仕om the Meltdown," 

PONARS Policy Memo 36, Harvard Universi旬" November 1998, http://wwv拭目的 org/
mediaJcsis/pubs/pm _0037 .pdf (accessed July 20, 2008) 

36Putin renationalized many of the valuable energy companies that were privatized under 
Yeltsin in deals 由at are widely viewed as corrupt. Currently more than half of Russia's 
crude oil is produced by state companies, and even private oil companies behave as ifthey 
were state-owned. Foreign energy giants were forced to welcome Russian p訂tne間， mainly
Gazprom, or surrender their majority ownership. Shell Oil, BP, Exxon-Mob泊， and Total 
were all affected. This situation provides the Russian state with the capability to implement 
its aggressive foreign policy using energy as the prime instrument. It also intensifies the 
conflict between Russia and the West. See Goldman, !!Russia and the West," 316 

37The term "sovereign democracy" was originally coined by Vladislav Surkov, a chief 
Kremlin theoretician. According to Sergii Ivanov, the former defense minister, sove江口gn
democracy is the essence of Russia's political institution, meaning citizens have the 
right to determine national policy and to defend such a right with any means including 
force against foreign pressure. See Ketizu, "Eluosi qiangshi fuxing ji qi zhanlue 
yingxiang," 3; and Sergii Ivanov, "Triada natsional'nykh tsennostei" (The triad ofnational 
values), Izvest旬， July 23 , 2006, http://www.izvestia.r叫'politic/artic1e3094592/index
html (accessed August 泊， 2008)

38Russia is the world's second largest exporter of crude oil, and the largest producer and ex
porter of natural gas 

39Putin, "Annual Address to the Federal Assembly" (2006), 1-18 
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Table 1 
Russia's Economic Revival under Putin 

1999 2007 

Gross domestic product RUB 482.3 b RUB3 ,069b. 
Gold and foreign exchange reserves US$ 12.5 b US$ 420.2 b 
Inflation 36.5% 8.5% 
Per capita income RUB 2,112 RUB 12,351 
Average monthly pension RUB403 RUB2,822 
Foreign direct investment US$ 29.2 b US$ 70 b 

Source: Huang Dengxue, "Cong tuirang dao kangzheng-shixilun Eluosi dui Meiguo wai
jiao zhengce de xinbianhua" (From ret阻at to resistance: an analysis of the latest change of 
Russîa's fo間ign policy toward the United States), Guoji zhengzhi yanjiu (Studies of Intema
tional Politics) (Beijing), no. 2 (April-June 2008): 166 

amount of investment in 2007 (ranking third among the emerging marke個)，

whereas in the 1990s capital flight from Russia averaged US$1 b i11ion a 

month40 The dramatic revival of Russia's economy on Putin's watch is 

clearly demonstrated in the figures in table 1. Russia now provides roughly 

a quarter of the gas and oil that Westem Europe imports, and the depend

ency on Russian energy of its erstwhile allies in Eastem Europe is even 

higher. With those facts in mind, it seems only natural that Russia seeks an 

equal relationship with the West, one that is different from that ofthe 1990s 

when Russia was weak and had to accept whatever the West dictated.41 For 

some, Russia's might means that the world is back to a bipolar structure, 
and Russia should play the role of a guarantor of lasting peace on earth, 
which w i11 benefit all countries.42 

With Russia growing back into the club of great world powers, the 

West nevertheless continued pushing for the enlargement ofNATO and the 

European Union, the two organizations that Russia would never be allowed 

40Goldman, "Russia and the West:可 14
4lKuznechevsky, "Russia-EU Samara Summit," 86 
42Such was the view expressed by Andrei Denisov, Russia's first deputy foreign minister, 

when responding to Putin's May 10, 2006, address to the Federal Assembl)人 See Boris 
Piadyshev, "Ru田間's Priorities," International Affairs 52, no. 4 (August 20日 6): 19 
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to join. NATO's first wave of enlargement into the former Soviet bloc 

countries occurred in March 1999 with Poland, the Czech Republic, and 

Hungary joining the military alliance. At the 2002 Prague Summ祉， NATO

invited Estonia, Latv間， Lithuania, Slovak泣， Sloven間， Rumania, and Bul呵
garia to begin accession talks. As a result, those seven post-communist 

countries joined NATO in March 2004. The accession of ex-Soviet coun

tries to NATO was particularly menacing, for it implied that other such 

countries could join the Westem military alliance in the future and Russia 

would be besieged from the east and the south. In May 2004 and January 

2007 the European Union admitted a total of twelve new members, in

cluding the ten countries that had previously been admitted to NATO 

Turkey is a NATO member that has introduced major reforms in order to 

qualify for EU membership. Croatia is a candidate for both organizations. 

Macedonia is further away from membership of either organization than 

Croatia, but it is a candidate for EU membership and has been invited by 

NATO to take part in accession talks, the dispute with Greece over Mace 

donia's official name being the main hurdle. Albania has also been invited 

by NATO. From Moscow's point ofview, Washington's most provocative 

gesture has been its eagemess to include Ukraine and Georg間， two former 

Soviet republics with pro-Westem leaders (Viktor Yushchenko and Mikheil 

Saakashvilli), in NATO.43 A clear trend has emerged that unmistakably 

points to the expansion ofthe West into the former communist countries of 

Central and Eastem Europe, and the ex-Soviet republics. Membership of 

Westem organizations has blatantly been used to lure these countries into 

adherence to Westem institutional 間quirem凹的， state behavioral pattems , 

and core values. A recent example is the handing over of the Bosnian Serb 

leader Radovan KaradZié to the Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the 

former Yugoslavia in The Hague, which came after the EU signed the 

Stabilization and Association Agreement with Serbia in April 2008, but 

demanded Belgrade's full cooperation with the tribunal as a condition of its 

43The U.S. Senate passed a bill to support the accession of Albania, Croat間， Georgi札
Macedonia, and Ukraine to NATO in November 2006 
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implementation.44 Moves like this, of course, look highly provocative from 

Moscow's point ofview. The U.S. plan to put radar facilities in the Czech 

Republic and station interceptor anti-ballistic missiles in Poland has further 

annoyed Russia, as have plans to build military bases in Rumania, Bul

gar血， and the Baltic states “ Finally, the West's support for Kosovo's 

declaration of independence in the face of strong opposition from Serbia 

and Russia serves as a vivid reminder ofhow core Russian interests can be 

easily brushed aside. From Russia's point ofview, Kosovo is a "frozen con

且也t" with a legal status similar to Transdniester in Moldova and Abkhazia 

and South Ossetia in Georgia. For the West to support national selι 

determination in Kosovo, while opposing such a principle in Transdniester, 

Abkhazia, and South Ossetia, is a plain and simple example of double 

standards “ In short, Russia's gestures of friendship toward the West have 

been met with repeated moves by Westem countries that can only be inter

preted as efforts to contain and isolate Russia. Those moves have irritated 

the leaders in the Kremlin." 

It seems natural that, as Russia's capabilities gradually recover, con

tinuous encroachment by the West on its traditional spheres of influence 

would provoke Russia to respond with increasing assertiveness, and that 

explains the rhetoric from Putin during the last two years ofhis presidency. 

However, there is a mismatch in time. Russia's power rose steadily under 

Putin for eight years. Not only was there a rapid growth in absolute terms, 

the Russian economy also grew as a percentage of the U.S. economy in 

those eight years. Russ姐's GDP was only 2.65 percent that of the United 

44Brian Whitmore, "Karadzic Arrest in Serbia Shows Power of Electio帥，" Radio Free 
Europe/Radio Liberty Feature, July 22 , 200日， http://www.rferl.org/contentlArticle/ 
1185483.html (accessed July 22, 2008) 

4SLiu Qingcai and Wang Haib凹， "MeiwE zhanluejiaofengji qi dui Zhongguo de yingxiang" 
(The conflict of the U.S. and Russian strategies and 血 impact on China), Dangdai guoji 
guanxi (Contemporary International Relations) (Beijing), no. 2 (February 2008): 33w39 

46Huang, "Cong tuirang dao kangzheng," 165 
47Verbal criticism and condescending remarks 1巳veled at Russia by American leaders and in

fluential think-tanks add to the irritation. For example, the speech delivered in Vi1nius by 
Vice President Dick Cheney ofthe United States in May 2006, and the阻port ofthe Councìl 
on Foreign Relations entit1ed "Russia's Wrong Direction" issued in March 2006. See 
Piadyshev, "Russia's Priorities," 35 
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States when Putin took office, but by 2008 it was 12.41 percent (see table 
2). This growth in comparison to the United States was quite evenly spread 

over the eight-year period. In 2006 the Russian economy grew as a per 

centage ofthe U.S. economy by 24.5 percent. This was against a mean of 
21.52 percent for 2000 through 2007. It is clear that the growth in 2006 did 

not deviate from the average pa社em and could not account for a sudden 

shift in fore也n policy in that year. By the same token, although Russia's 
military expenditure did grow rapidly as a percentage of U.S. military 

expenditure during the Putin years, Russian defense spending remained 
meager compared to that of the Americans, rising from 5.59 percent in 

2000 to 6.47 percent in 2007 (see table 3). Again the year 2006 did not see 

a jump in military spendin皂白前 would justifY a reorientation of Russia's 
post盯e toward the West. Even though there was 6.05 percent growth in 

Russian military expenditure as a percentage ofU.S. expenditure that year, 
it was less than the percentages for 2000 (10.1 percent) and 2005 (7.76 

percent). In short今 neither the GDP nor the military expendit盯e ofRussia 

as a percentage of that of the United States increased in such a way as to 

justifY a m句or policy reorientation in mid-2006. That year witnessed 
可pical Putin-era growth in Russi的 economic and military power, and the 
count可IS national strength remained just a 丑action of that of the United 

States, let alone the United States and Europe combined, by mid-2006 
Clearly the surge cannot be explained by a rise in national power 

The abrupt policy shift of mid< 2006 cannot be explained by an in

creased threat from the West either. It is true that the West's encroachment 
on Russia's core interests provided part ofthe momentum behind the policy 

surge, yet such encroachments had happened many times in the past, for 

example, in the 1990s and well into the Putin era. The most threatening 
gesture by the West by far was the enlargement ofNATO in 1999, followed 

by the eastward expansion of both NATO and the EU in 2004, when the 

former absorbed seven and the lat!er eight post-communist countries, 

including the Baltic states which had been pa吋 of the Soviet Union. The 

military bases in those coun甘ies ， the radar stations, and the 吐eployment of 

interceptor missiles all came as a result of this expansion. However, there 
was negligible response from Moscow when these moves occu叮ed. There 
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Table 2 

A Comparison ofChina's Rise and Russia's Rise Against the U.S. (GDP) 

(BilIion U.S. Dollars) 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

China 1.083.28 1,198.48 1.324.81 1,453.83 1,640.96 1.93 1.65 2,235.75 2,657.84 3,280.22 4,222.42 
Russia 195.91 259.70 306.58 345.49 43 1.43 59 1.90 764.26 988.56 1,289.54 1,778.69 
United States 9,268 .43 9,816.98 10,127.95 10,469.60 10,960.75 11 ,685.93 12,42 1.88 13,178.35 13,807.55 14,334.03 
CHIUS 。 1169 。 1221 。 1308 。 1389 。 1497 0.1653 0.1800 。 2017 0.2376 。 2946
RUIUS 0.0211 0.0265 0.0303 0.0330 。 0394 0.0507 0.0615 0.0750 。 0934 。 1241
Sllooppe e ofCH凡JS 4.45% 7.15% 6.16% 7.81% 10.41% 8.89% 12.06% 17.79% 24.00% 叫a

SloDe ofRU/US 25.16% 14.43% 9.01% 19.28% 28.68% 21.47% 21.92% 24.5日% 32.87% nJa 

Source: Intemational Moneta可 Fund， World Economic and Financial Su月eys: World Economic Outlook Database, 2009, http://wv阿 imforg/

extemal/pubs成Iweo/2日 )8/02/weodat叫ndex.aspx (accessed Februa可 9， 2ω9)

Table 3 

AComp前ison ofChina's Rise and Russia's Rise Against the U.S. (Military Expenditure) 

(MilIion U.S. Dollars) 

1999 2000 2001 2日 02 2日日3 2004 2日。5 2006 2007 

China 21 ,636 23 ,778 28,010 33,060 36,552 40,278 44,322 51 ,864 58,265 
United States 329,421 342,172 344,932 387,303 440,813 480,451 503 ,353 511 ,187 546,786 
Russia 14,045 19,141 21 ,245 23 ，6日4 25 ,111 26,119 28,492 31 ,181 35,369 
CHIUS 0 日 657 0 日 695 0.0812 0.0854 0.0829 0.0838 0.0881 0.1015 。 1066
RUIUS 0 日426 0.0559 0.0616 0.0609 0.0570 。 0544 0.0566 0.0610 0.0647 
Slloopp eofCH凡JS 5.80% 16.86% 5.12% 2.86% 1.1 0% 5.03% 15.22% 5.03% 
SloDe ofRUIUS 31.20% 10.1 0% 1.05% -6.53% -4.57% 4.12% 7.76% 6.05% 

Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, The S/PRI Military Expenditure Database, 2009, http://milexdata.sipri.org/result 
php4 (accessed Febrary 9, 2009) 
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was no policy shift before 2006 compa1'able to the one that came afte1' that 

dividing line no matte1' how Russia's core inte1'ests were threatened. After 

mid-2006 , the1'e was a steady escalation of tension and ha1'dening of posi

tions. Clearly the policy surge that took place in the middle of Putin's 

second term cannot be explained by any actions of the West. The1'efo間，

since the abrupt change in Russia's foreign policy posture did not coincide 

with eithe1' a ma1'ked growth in its economic 01' military powe1', 01' with an 

inc1'eased th1'eat from the West, it is necessary to look elsewhe1'e fo1' an 

explanation. 

The inadequacy of these two explanations can also be demonst1'ated 

by compa1'ing Russia and China48 If eithe1' of these two explanations was 

val泊， one would expect a mo1'e assertive 1'esponse from China than from 

Russia, as the forme1' has accumulated g1'eate1' capability and faced simila1', 

if not more , pressure 仕om the West. In te1'ms of growth in economic powe1', 

China has demonstrated a much mo1'e impressive t1'句ect。可.49 Throughout 

the 1990s and the fi1'st decade ofthe twenty-fi1'st centu旬， China has become 

the world's thi1'd la1'gest indust1'ial powe1' and accumulated nearly US$2 

t1'illion in fo1'eign exchange 1'eserves, a 1'ate of prog1'ess unmatched by any 

othe1' country in the wo1'ld. It has att1'acted mo1'e fo1'eign investment than 

Russia, and because of its huge population and high growth 1'ate, China is 

the only country with the potential to compete with 01' even ove1'take the 

United States in 甘1e foreseeable future, in gross if not in per capita terms.50 

48lt is true that both countries are "unique" in many respects, and a comparison between them 
runs certain risks. However, they were always compared prior to the collapse ofEuropean 
communism, in the subfield of comparative communist studies. It is st il1 appropriate to 
compare them today, for 00 other reason th叩 their global strategic weight and the degree 
of potential threat they both pose to the West 

491n 1980 徊， Russia was the seventh largest economy in the world , while China was the 10th 
(în tenns offive-year average GDP in CUITent dollars). In 2001 肘， the Russian economy 
dropped to 16th place in the wake of an economic meltdown, while China continued i的問
markable growth and c1ìmbed to 6th pos忱的n. Currently, Russia is 由e 8th largest economy, 
while China has surpassed Germany to become the 3rd. It is apparent that Russia has re
emerged as a g間at economic power, but China has maintained jts growth to become one of 
the world's top three 

50The Russian elite is conscious ofthe prospect ofworld leadership passing to China somc 
time during the current century. See Piadyshev, "Russia's Prioriti自，" 45 
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Figure 2 
A Comparison ofChinafs Rise and Russiafs Rise 
Against the U.S. (GDP) 
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Why hàs China not been flexing its political muscle with the West as Russia 
has? 

China had a much larger GDP than Russia in 2000. the first year in 

which the Russian economy began to grow. At that time China's GDP was 
12.21 percent that ofthe United States while Russia's was a mere 2.65 per 

cent. After eight years of rapid growth in both countries. China's GDP was 
29.46 percent that ofthe United States, while Russia's was 12.41 percent 

(see figure 2). China has been far ahead ofRussia as a growing economic 
powerhouse and a challenger of U.S. hegemony. The same trend is ap 

parent in military expenditure. China's spending was 6.95 percent that 

of the United States in 2000, while Russia's was 5.59 percent. In 2007, 
China's mi1itary expenditure had grown to 10.66 percent that ofthe United 

States, compared to Russia's 6.47 percent (see tab1e 3). Neither was in a 
position to chaIlenge U.S. military dominance, but Russia clearly trailed 
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Figure 3 
A Comparison ofChina's Rise and Russia's Rise 
Against the U .S. (Military Expenditure) 
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behind China in terms offunding for its military (see figure 3). This is the 

case even if we do not include the hidden military budget of the People's 

Liberation Army (PLA). It 凹的vious that China is in a stronger position 

to challenge the West than Russia.51 

1n terms of threats from the West, not only are there lingering ideo

logical di宜erences that provide easy ammunition for criticizing Chinars 

communist pa前y dictatorship, and memories ofthe Tiananmen crackdown, 

but also concrete defense alliances that directly link the United States with 

510f course one needs to take into consideration Russia's advanced military technology, 
which is a legacy ofthe Soviet e悶， and its navy and satel1ites. However, even in those areas 
China 的 catching up with unprecedentedly ample funding 
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China's immediate neighbors. 52 The United States is interested in deploy

ing missile defense systems on China's borders, just as it has done in East 

ern Europe. The Taiwan issue is the most thorny, as the island is claimed 

by China while the United States is obligated to defend it in the event of 

a Chinese invasion. No such issue exists between Russia and the West 

In short, ideological di品erences， bitter memories, threatening military 

alliances, missile defense systems, and the Taiwan issue seem to make it 

easier for China than for Russia to resort to anti-Western rhetoric and ac

tion." Over the years, however, China has exercised much greater restraint 

than Russia, sporadic conflicts such as the Taiwan Strait missile crisis of 

1995-96 and the EP-3 incident of2001 notwithstanding. The basic atti個de

ofthe regime has always been to maintain a friendly international environ

ment for China's peaceful rise, a strategy identical to that of Putin in his 

ear1y years. The question is, if China can put up with Western pressure, 
why cannot Russia, particular1y when the pressure on China is at least as 

great as that on Russia 

Russia and China，品ced with a similar degree of hostility from the 

West, naturally cosy up to each other for strategic support. However, when 

push comes to shove, China has never seriously provoked the United States 

or the West. A vivid example of China complying with the wishes of 

the West is the way it has changed its policy toward Sudan over Darfur, 
switching 仕om noninterference and respect for Sudanese sovereignty to 

agreeing to join the West in putting pressure on Khartoum. The missile 

crisis of 1995-96 was an attempt by China to put pressure on Taiwan; it 

was not precipitated by action against the United States, although Wash-

52The increasingly close military cooperation among the United States, Japan, India, and 
Australia and the discussion ofa North America-Asia treaty organization has further raised 
Beijing's anxiety about a U.S 且led military alliance against China modeled on NATO. See 
Ma Jianyin耳，川Y阻houban Beiyue' yu Zhongguo yinying zhidao" (The Asian edition of 
NATO and the way China deals with it), Lingdao keχue (Science of Leadership) (Zheng 
zhou). 00. 3 (March 2008): 5。一52; and Char1es E. Ziegle丸 "Russia and the CIS in 2007 
Putin's Final Year?" Asian Survey 48, no. 1υanua可-F.ebrua可 2日 08): 133-43 

530ne may even add the disturbance following the Mongolian elections in July 2008 which 
is widely considered in China as yet another attempt to foment a "color revolution" and 
build a pro-Westem regime there 
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ington's aircraft carriers came to the island's rescue. The EP-3 incident can 

hardly be blamed on the Chinese side, as it occurred after a U .S. spy plane 

collided with a PLA fighter jet in midair and landed without permission at 

a Chinese military airbase in Hainan (海南島). Nei血er Hu Jintao (胡錦濤)

nor Jiang Zemin (江澤氏) ever lambasted the United States as a threat to 

world peace as Putin has, or threatened military retaliation if the United 

States were to disregard China's core interests. When Putin stepped up his 

rhetoric against the West in mid-2006, China succumbed to intemational 

pressure and ordered its ambassador to the United Nations，而Tang Guangya 

(王光亞)， to pressure the Sudanese government into accepting a hybrid 

peacekeeping mission.54 When Russia attempted to turn the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization into a military bloc for collective securi旬， itwas 

given the cold shoulder by China.55 In short, the abrupt surge in Russia's 

foreign policy has never been matched by China, although concerted action 

would be 益的irable from Moscow's point of view“ The contrast between 

Russia and China, two similarly situated countries, shows that increasing 

capabili大y and Western pressure cannot fully explain Russia's abrupt switch 

to an anti-Western policy.57 

54Chin_Hao Huang, "China's Evolving Perspecti、 e 00 Darfur: Significance and Policy Im
plications," PacNet Ne科 'sletler， 00. 40 (July 25 , 2008) 

55Huang, "Cong tuirang dao kangzheng," 172 
56Zhang Jianrong, "P阿 ing shiqi de Eluosi jubian ji qi fazhan qushi" (The upheaval in 

Putin's Russia and its trend of development), Eluosi zhongya dongou yanjh人 00. 1 
(January-February 2日 08): 83 

571t can be argued that the di臨時nce between Russia's and China's attitud臼 toward the West 
is a reflection of the different approaches that the W~臼t adopts toward Russia and China 
Russia has been treated as the successor to the Soviet Union, a count可 that must be con 
tained by Westem expansion into the ex-Soviet bloc. China, on the other hand, has always 
been treated more subtly, wi由 due respect for its need for national digni旬" and granted the 
role of a "responsible stakeholder." This differentiation in attitude provides the Russians 
with no incentive for selιrestraint， hence their fierce 間sponse to the West's policies. How
ever, the difference in the West's approaches to China and Russia is exactly based on the 
differe瓜t strategies Beijing and Moscow have adopted toward the West: Beijing is generally 
patient and subtle, Moscow hasty and blunt. This brings us back to the reasons behind this 
di叮erence
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Domestic Factors: The Electoral Cycle 

Domestic po1itics has an impact on the extemal behavior of any coun

try, and theories abound that seek to explain the Iinkage between domestic 

factors and foreign policy.58 These theories, however, are not readily ap

plicable to Russia, the world's second most powerful military power and a 

coun甘y with a unique cultural, historical, and geopolitical background 

How does domestic politics affect Russia's security outlook? Have the 

most recent parliamentmy and presidential elections in Russia had any 

impact on Moscow's foreign policy? 

The linkage between domestic and intemational politics varies de

pending on the type of regime. The most impo耽ant aspec阻 of domestic 

politics are the contest for power and power transfer, for a11 political actors 

are primarily concemed with power. This observation leads us to look into 

the impact of the contest for power and power transfer on foreign policy

making in di缸erent regime types 

In a democracy, the electoral cycle is a critical factor in determining 

how domestic po1itics impac旭 on foreign policy. Because political parties 

are preoccupied with vote maximization during the election season, their 

stances on foreign affairs reflect the popular mood rather than international 

reality. When elections are over, it is natural for the incumbents to shift 

back to realism; thus foreign policy fluctuations are in sync with the 

electoral cycle." However, whether this election/foreign policy cycle 

can be applie廿 to Russia, a semi-authoritarian country, requires clarifi

cation 

兒Peter B. Evans, Harold K. Jacobson, and Robert D. Putman, Doub/e-Edged Diplomαcy: ln
ternational Bm宮aining and Domι stic Politi口 (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 
1993); and Helen V. Milner, lnteresfs , /nstitulio肘.， and /njormation: Domestic Politics and 
lnternationa/ Relations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Pr目5， 1997) 

59Por an example, see Yu-Shan Wu, "Taiwan's Domestic Politics and Cross-Strait Relatìons," 
The China Journa/, no. 53 (January 2005): 35-60; and Yu-Shan 、Vu， "Domestic Political 
Competition and Triangular Interactions Among Washington, Beijing, and Taipei: The 
U.S. China Policy," Is叫四 & Studi目 42， no. 1 (March 2006): 1-46 
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Democratization in the former Soviet bloc countries gave rise to three 

types ofregimes.60 In Poland, the Czech Republic (and later Slovakia), 
Hungary, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, one finds nascent 

democratic regimes that basically adhere to the Western pattern. In each 

of these countries, one finds multiple transfers of power, consolidated 
democratic institutions, and accession to the EU as the final seal of ap

proval by the West. Rumania and Bulgaria are the latest additions to this 
family of "stable nascent democracies." At the other extreme, one finds 

the "presidential autocracies" of Central Asia. With the exception of 
Kyrgyzstan, all the Central Asian states are dominated by former com

munist party first secretaries or top leaders. AlI of the first secretaries
turned-presidents have resorted to modifying their constitutions to 

make it possible for them to stay in their current positions for life. Here 

again-with the exception of Kyrgyzstan where the Tulip Revolution of 

March 2005 inspired inflated hopes of real democracy-none of these 
countries has experienced a transfer of power following the electoral defeat 

of an incumbent leader. Between the stable nascent democracies and 

presidential autocracies there is a group of "competitive authoritarian re
gimes" that allow competitive e\ections but curtail political freedoms and 

manipulate electoral rules to such an extent that the ruling elites are usual1y 

guaranteed victory. In these countri間， the main pu中ose of elections is to 
legitimatize the regime. Because of the existence of regul缸 mu1tiparty

electio間， these countries cannot be categorized as autocracies. However, 

owing to the concentration of political resources in the hands of the ruling 

elite, and the unscrupulous use of state power to favor the incumbent pa旬，

one cannot call them liberal democracies either. Competitive authoritarian 
regimes are inherently unstable. Sometimes the competitive aspect of 

the regime is strengthened and one does see a change of government. How

ever, the norm is for the ru1ing elite to continue its rule. Because there is 
an inherent huge gap between what the competitive authoritarian regimes 

60Michael McFaul, "Trans由ons from Postcommunism," Journal of Democracy 16, no. 3 
(July 2005): 5-19 
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promise and what they deliver, anti-regime emotion tends to accumulate 

rapidly when there is a major political incident, say an obvious mismatch 

between the election result and people's widely shared expectations. It is 

these states that have experienced the "color revolutions."61 

Russia is a typical example of competitive authoritarianism. Par

ticularly during Putin's rule, there has been a serious curtailment of media 

freedom , the k iI1 ing ofwhistle.blowingjournalist Anna Politkovskaya, the 

imprisonment of a disobedient business tycoon (Mikhail Khodorkovskii), 
the murder of an overseas critic (Aleksandr Litvinenko), changes in the 

electoral rules to favor the ruling party (投dinaya Ross妙。， United Russia), 
and the concentration of power in the hands ofthe president with little heed 

for the separation of powers and the coun位γs federal structure.62 On the 

other hand, Russia holds regular elections, there is still a viable opposition, 
and the president has not arnended or violated the constitution to grant 

himselfpower for life. The regime is genuinely popular, on account ofthe 

spectacular rise in the count旬's wealth and power under Putin. Even ifhe 

had not bent the rules, Putin would in alllikelihood have been victorious at 

the polls over the past eight years, although his victories would not have 

been as big for sure. So if a.regime is both authoritarian and electorally 

competitive, what does that .me剖1 in terrns of the impact of domestic 

politics on foreign policy? Does the electoral cycle play the same role as 

it does in a stable democracy? Does the ruling elite in Russia need elec

toral support as badly as its counterpa巾 in the West? 

The answer to all the above questions is a resounding "yes." It should 

be noted that Putin did not win the 2000 presidential election by 仕aud (nor 

61WU Yu-Shan, "Yanse geming de xunuo yujuxian" (The promises and limitations ofcolor 
revolutions), Taiwan minzhujikan (Taiwan Democracy Quarterly) (Taipei) 4, 00.2 (April 
June 2ω7) 的-112

620ther prominent features ofPutin' s authoritarian regime include the concentration of power 
in the presidential office as a parallel government, the transformation ofthe parliament into 
an extension ofthe administration through the dominant role ofUnited Russ泊， virtual state 
control over the central election commission, near monopolization of由e mass media by 
the state, the use of energy and other resources controlled by state enterprises for domestic 
and foreign policy pu中oses， the direct appointment of 10ca1 heads of govemment, and 
periodic mobiliz泌的n campaigns. See Lynch, "P叮ing zhengquan jiaojie wenti he Eluosi 
waijiao," 19-20 
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did his predecessor Yeltsin win the 1996 race by vote-rigging). Putin en

joyed high populari大y as the country found itself fighting a war on terror 

and on separatism in Chechnya. Elections are real tests for the incumbents 

in Russia. Throughout the Yeltsin years, the opposition always posed a 

great threat to the ruling party by denying it a majority in the State Duma. 

It was only in 2003 that the pro-govemment party won a dominant position 

in the parliament, and it was only in 2007 that it gained an ou仕ightm句ority

Putin and his supporters could not be sure of victory in the elections and 

they needed to appeal to the voters. In national security and foreign policy, 

nothing can whip up pro-govemment sentiment better than mobilizing na

tionalismlpatriotism and playing hardball against separatism and foreign 

powers. This was exactly what Putin and his team did in order to win elec

tions, and they were extremely successfu1.63 

In 1999, Yeltsin found it difficult to find a successor with a good 

chance of winning the presidential election the following year. Putin 

was his fifth prime minister in two years , and he was preceded by Viktor 

Chemomyrdin, Sergei Kiriyenko, Yevgenii Primakov, and Sergi Stepashin 

These rapid reshuft1es of the govemment diminished the prestige of the 

office of prime minister. As a little-known politician from St. Petersburg 

and a former spy with a stint in Germany, Putin did not have a resumé 

that commanded national respect. However, Yeltsin's resignation at the 

end of 1999 tumed Putin into acting president, and forced a newelectoral 

schedule on the opposition, catching them by surprise. Above all, the start 

ofthe second Chechen war proved a very important factor in rallying Rus 

sian voters around their new leader. The war was preceded by a series of 

terrorist attacks in Moscow, including bombings in the subway and in 

apartment blocks, as well as incursions by Chechen rebels into Dagestan 

63Some observers endorse the domestic explanation ofRussi的 foreign policy, but emphasize 
that Putin was beholden to his defense planners who constitute a critical domestic COll

stituency, and oot to the general public who were much more concemed with the conse 
quences of strategic confrontation than their politicalleaders. See 101m Steinbruner and 
Nancy Gallagher, "JfYou Lead, They Will Follow: Public Opinion and Repairing the U.S.
Russian Strategic Relationship," Arms Control Today 此， na. 1 (Janua可 Februa可 2008)
24-30 
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Horrified by these attacks, the Russian people natural1y looked for a strong 

man to lead them in the fight against terrorism and separatism. Putin as

siduously played that role and accused other presidential candidates of 

weakening the govemment at a time when the nation badly needed unity. 

That was the main reason why he won the 2000 presidential election-by 

playing the patriotic card and rallying the Russian voters around him at a 

time ofnational crisis.64 

As in 1999 and 2000, the surge ofanti-Westem rhetoric in mid-2006 

was also timed to give a boost to the incumbent's chosen successor in the 

upcoming elections. Although Putin gained tremendous popularity as a 

result of Russia's remarkable economic performance, and his version of 

"sovereign democracy" seemed capable ofmaintaining political stability，的

the question of political succession loomed large and troubled everyone 

Putin was barred by the constitution 仕om seeking a third ter珊， but the 

country had never had a set of rules that guaranteed a smooth transfer of 

power, in either the imperial, Soviet, or post-Soviet eras.66 Would Putin 

change the constitution to enable him to bid for a third term? Would he re

tire completely? Would he anoint a successor and then exercise ultimate 

power 企om behind the scenes? Or would he remain in the system as an im

portant power-holder but y阻Id the presidency to one of his protégés? As 

the 2008 election approache昌， there was more suspense and uncertainty in 

Russia than there had been at the time of the previous presidential election 

in 2004 when Putin was pretty much guaranteed to win. In 2008 it was 

not Putin running for the presidency, but his successor. For Putin, the less 

prestigious that person was the greater the chance he would have to control 

the political scene after his retirement from the presidency. Fu此hermore，

64Li Chunyan, "Qianlun Pujing de Chechen 由engce" (A bricf review of Puti的 Chechen
policy), Xiboliya yanjiu (Siberian Studies) (Harbin) 34, no. 3 (MayøJune 2007): 68 

6SBased on a multì-year panel sUlvey, Putin's popularity rose 仕om 46 percent to 55 percent 
世üm 2004 to 20日 7. In June 2007, 57 percent of the respondents thought that they had 
enough polìtical freedoms , 25 percent more than expressed such a view in 1997. See Feng 
Shaolei, "2008 nian Eluosi zongtong xuanju yu ZhongøE guanxi" (The Russian presidentîal 
election of2008 and Sin。一Russian relations), Eluosiyanjiu, no. 3 (趴在ayøJune 2007): 25 

“Leon Aron, "After Putin, the Deluge?" Current Hist01y 106, no. 702 (October 2007): 307 
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Putin would have to appoint his successor at the last minute so as to reduce 
the "lame duck" effect while he was still in 。在Ïce. This strategy of appoint
ing a lightweight at the last minute made it inherently difficult for Putin's 

successor to get overwhelming approval from Russian voters who would 

not only have to love Putin, but have to love someone whom they had not 
thought much of until Putin's last-minute anointment. This was the source 

of anxie旬. Furtherrnore, the country's economic perforrnance could not 
be 間lied on, particularly as it hinged on world oil prices. West剖shing， on

the other hand, was a more reliable source of popular support as resentment 

against the West ran deep among the Russian people. Even though Putin 

enjoyed tremendous populari大y prior to the 2008 presidential electi凹，

whether that popularity would directly translate into support for the post
Putin system was much less sure. This meant no matter how Putin man

aged his succession, he would need to secure a big win in the 2007-08 
parliamentary and presidential elections. A landslide victory was required 

to lay the foundation for the post-2008 regime in which Putin could not 
play the same role as he did in his second term 

It was under those circumstances that a reorientation of Russia's for

eign policy took place. The pragmatist, economy-in-command pos阻rewas
replaced by the hasty utterance of highly assertive, anti-Westem remarks, 
without proper regard to their intemational impact. It was as if Putin had 
adopted a different personali旬" adhered to a different philosophy. The 甘ue

intention behind the change in behavior pa社ems ， however, was to whip up 

domestic support for the regime. Russians were so fed up with the West's 

patronizing and condescending attitudes that they fell easily into Put凹's

embrace when he lambasted the West. This made it more likely that they 

would support whatever solution Putin dreamt up for the succession and 

vote for whoever the popular president appointed. The regime was most 

vulnerable when it was going through a change of leadersh中， hence the 
need to strengthen its position by an assertive foreign policy, a policy 

that might not serve Russia's long-terrn intemational interests.67 In short, 

67F or example, it was utterly unrealistic for Putin to talk about confronting the United States 
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Russia's foreign policy surge went far beyond what its increase in power 

warranted. It was not rational on the internationallevel, but perfectly so on 

the domestic level. 

The Succession and Beyond 

The succession went smoothly. Putin chose as his successor Dmitrii 

Medvedev, a first deputy prime minister and chairman of Gazprom's board 

of directors , and turned himself into the prime minister-cum-chairman of 

United Russia, the majority party in the Sta阻 Duma. This way Putin did 

not violate the constitution, but remained in the power game by taking two 

commanding heigh徊， the premiership and the chairmanship ofthe majority 

party. The successful execution ofthis plan, however, required the victory 

of United Russia and its presidential candidate, Medvedev, in the parlia 

mentary and p扭扭dential elections. Even though the president and the gov

ernment enjoyed great populari旬" the regime took pains to make sure 由at

the whole process went smoothly, and that popular support for Putin trans 

lated.directly into support for his anointed successor 

Prior to the parliamentary elections, Putin's name was put at the top 

ofUnited Russia's pa討Y list as an at!raction for voters. This proved a very 

effective strategy. As the electoral system had by then shifted from one in 

which halfofthe 450 members ofthe State Duma were elected from pa吐y

lists and halffrom single-member districts to a fully proportional represen

tation system, the significance of political parties was increased and the 

composition ofthe pa此Y lists mat!ered a lot. On December 2 , 2007 , United 

Russia captured 64.3 percent of the popular vote, more than it had done 

four years previously. The Communist Party was a distant second with 

11.6 percent of the vote, followed by Vladimir Zhirinovskii's Liberal

Democratic Party with 8.2 percent, and Fair Russia: Motherland, Pen-

militarily if the planned anti-ba1listic missile system was deployed in fron t1ine NATO 
countri峙; Putin himselfwas well aware that U.S. defense spending was 25 times as much 
as that ofRussìa. See Putin, "Annual Address to the Federal Assembly" (2006), 13 
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Table 4 
The Russian Parliamentary Elections of December 2, 2007 

Political Party 

United Russia 
Communist Par可 ofthe Russian Federation 
Liberal-Democ.ratic Party ofRussia 
Fair Russia: Motherland, Pensione間， Life 
Agrarian Pa前y ofRussia 
Russian United Democratic Party "YABLOKOH 

Civil Force 
Union ofRightist Forces 
Patriots of Russia 
Party of Social Justice 
Democratic Party of Russia 

Percentage 

64.3 

11.6 

8.2 
7.8 
2.3 

1.6 
1.1 

1.0 
0.9 
0.2 
0.1 

Source: Tsentral'naya izbiratel' naya komissiya Rossiiskoi Federatsii, TsIK (Central Election 
Commission of the Russìan Federation), 2007, http:/，九.vww.vybor叭zbirkom.ru!regionl
izbirkom? action=show&root= 1 &tvd= 1 00 100021960 1 86&vm= 1 00 1 00021960 181 &region= 
O&global= l&sub Jegion=O&prver=O&司prone甘d~null&vibid~1 00 1 00021960 186&type~242 
(accessed July 23 , 2008) 

sioners, Life (a staunchly pro-Putin party founded in 2006) with 7.8 percent 

(see table 4).68 A clear majority party emerged in the State Duma, thanks 

to the highly popular president. On December 10 the leaders of four 

pro-govemment political parties, United Russia, Fair Russia, the Agrarian 

Pa此3人 and Civi\ Force, met Putin to recommend Medvedev as their presi

dential candidate and received Putin's endorsement. As many had ex

pected, Putin designated his successor at the eleventh hour.69 Medvedev's 

popularity immediately surged. One day later, Medvedev announced that 

he would ask Putin to become the prime minister and lead the govemment 

In this scheme the two men would trade places: Putin would shift from 

president to premier, while Medvedev would shift from first deputy pre

mier to president. On March 2, 2008, Medvedev received 70.28 percent of 

68A pa前y needs to c1ear the 7 percent threshold to be al10tted seats in the State Duma 
69Lynch, "Pujing zhengquanjiaojie wenti he Eluosi waijiao," 20 
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Table 5 
The Russian Presidential Election of March 2, 2008 

Candidate (Nominating Parties) 

Dmitrii Medvedev 
(United Ru田間， Fair Russ間， Agrarian Party, Civil Force) 

Gennadii Zyuganov 
(Communist Party ofthe Russian Federation) 

Vladimir Zhirinovskii 
(Liberal-Demo叮atic Party ofRussia) 

Andrei Bogdanov 
(Democratic Party ofRussia) 

Invalid Ballots 

Total 

Votes Percentage 

52,530,712 70 .28 

13,243 ,550 

6,988,510 

968,344 

1,015 ,533 

73 ,731 ,116 

17.72 

9.35 

1.30 

1.35 

100.00 

Source: Tsentral'naya izbiratel'naya komissiya Rossiiskoi Federatsii, TsIK (Central Election 
Commission of the Russian Federation), 2008. http://www.vybory.izbirkom.ru/region/ 
region/izbirkom? action=show&ro叫.~1 &tvd~ 1 00 1 00022249920&vm~ 1 00 1 00022176412& 
region=O&global=l&sub_region=O&prver=O&pronetvd=叫lI&vibid~100100022249920& 
type~227 (accessed July 23, 2008) 

the popular vote in the p闊別dential election, beating Gennadii Zyuganov of 

the Communist Party (17.72 percent) and Vladimir Zhirinovskii of the 

Liberal-Democratic Party (9.35 percent) (table 5). Medvedev was inaugu

rated on May 7, and swiftly appointed Putin as his prime minister. The 

power transition was complete 

With the succession completed, a major domestic factor that ac

counted for the surge in Russia's foreign policy was removed. There is 

no longer an urgent need to whip up anti-Westem sentiment for domestic 

purposes, at least not for electoral reasons. The Russian electorate has dili

gently cast its votes in the way it was expected to do. Based on this logic, 

it seems that one may expect a toning down ofrhetoric and a moderation of 

action from Moscow vis-à-vis the West. However, there are several caveats 

that require attention here 

Putin may have secured a smooth 甘-ansition of power, but the new 

system he created is so unique and de!icate that a new battle for power may 
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erupt wi也m 由e regime. Putin has !ittle institutional power vis-à自vis his 

successor. but he has great informal power, while for Medvedev the oppo

site is 甘ue. Standing on two different power bases, the two men are in a 

delicate balance, even though Putin's position was initially much stronger 

This pecu!iar and de!icate balance between the president and the prime 

minister may later turn out to be a source of conflict, as Medvedev may 

wish to exercise his formal power to an extent that goes beyond what Putin 

considers proper, while Putin may wish to remain 也e ultimate ruler of the 

country without due respect for Medvedev's formal authori紗.70 Already 

the two have expressed different views concerning where the ultimate 

ruling power lies: while Putin insisted that the premier-led federal govern

ment is the highest executive authority in Russ間， Medvedev asserted that 

ac∞rding 扭曲e constitution the president is the only power center. 71 The 

slump in the market price of oil in late 2008 and the rapid deterioration of 

Russia!s economic situation as a result of the intemational tinancial crisis 

will provide plenty of opportnnities for the president and the prime minister 

to disagree on how to rescue the economy, and on whether the govern

ment has been doing enough and doing it e宜icientlyη It is possible that 

a struggle for power between the mentor and his protégé has already 

70This is a typical situation when the institutional and infonnal powers in a politicalsystem 
are pitted against each 0甘ler. Io a sense, what Putin expects may be a Chinese scenario in 
which a veteran leader calls the shots from behind the scenes, à la Deng Xiaoping. How回
ever, in China Deng could a品。rd to retire from all his positions in the party, the govem 
mer前， and the military and rely on his revolutionary credentials , whereas Putìn in Russia 
lacks 8uch credentials entirely. By having himself made premier and chainnan of the ma
jority party, Putîn has suggested that he was not confident ofhis informal power base, and 
was thus in need of the guarante目 offered by institutional positions. It may turn out that 
Jiang Zemin's failed attempt to stay in 血e power center after his retirement from the posi
tion of CCP general secret訂y is a more appropriate analogy. Furthermore, just because 
China experienced a period of mentor politics, this does not mean that Russia is also ca
pable of doing the same, as there has never been any general secretary or president in the 
Kremlinwho 間igned but did not rule 

71 Liang Qiang, "Meideweijie扣 zhi mi" (The myth ofMedvedev), Nanfengchuang (For the 
Public Good) (Guangzhou), no. 6 (June 2008): 78 

720n several occasions Medvedev has lambasted Putin's government for its slowness in 
implementing anti-crisis policies. See "Russia's Medvedev Slams Slow Response to 
Economic Crisis," Radio Free Europe Radio Liberty Ne .. 凹， February 20, 2009, http:// 
ww，口ferl. org/contentlRussias_ Medvedev _ Slams _ Slow _ Response _ T，。一Crisis/1496542
.htmI (accessed February 22, 2009) 
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begun ηOne can even detect di前erent power blocs forming around them, 
p'社ed against each other and vying for influence. The two power centers 

may not see eye to eye on foreign policy, with one sticking to the con

frontational tone of the last president, while the other a甘emp阻 to reconcile 

Russ間's differences with the West.74 It is not untypical for a president and 

a prime minister in a semi-presidential system to collide over foreign 

policy, especially when the pecking order between the two has not been 

fully established. Russia may move into that situation. The internal differ

ences and competition may not necessarily lead to the weakening of the 

diarchy, but they certainly have the potential to thwart any moderation of 

foreign po1icy.75 Competing factions may trade vetoes on any policy initi目

前ve proposed by the other side and torpedo rapprochement with the West 

The security-centered faction in particular has such a tendency. In this 

way, the peculiar power arrangement in Russia may act to hinder the advent 

of Russia-Western reconciliation. As Medvedev is only in the early stage 

73The constitutional amendment that extends the presidential term from four to six years is 
widely seen as preparation for a Putin comeback after Medvedev's current term ends in 
2012 (or even earlier). lt was rushed through 由e Russian parliament and the nation's 
provinciallegislatures in fifty days and signed by Medvedev on December 30, 2008. This 
development may actually precipitate the competition between thè two top leaders by 
denying Medvedev the possibili可 of a second term, should that be the design behind the 
engineering of the amendment 

74There has already been a lot of discussion about whether Medvedev is more liberal than his 
predecessor, and more willing to risk stabîlity by introducing re品。nns that can energize the 
country. See note 71 above. The fact 1hat Putin chose 卸1edvedev as his successor, instead 
ofsomeone from the military-security complex, such as First Deputy Prime Minister Sergei 
lvan帥" suggests that Putin wanted to maintain a manageable relationship with the West 
This is a choice of economy over securi旬， pragmatism over nationalism. When Putin was 
pr叩dent， the competition between Medvedev and lvanov to succeed him was a1so a com
petition between two trends of thought that coexisted under Putin for dominance in the 
post-Putin era. See Lynch, "Pujing zhengquan jia吋ie wenti he Eluosi waijiao," 20, 23 
Medvedev represents the energy e1ite who are not afraid to use energy as a weapon, mainly 
for the purpose of developing Russia's economy. Ivanov, on the other hand, represents the 
security elite who are hyperconscious of the West's encroachment on Russia's traditional 
spheres of interest. The latter were losers in the bid for the presidency, and are obviously 
disgruntled. They are poised to oppose any moderation ofRussia's foreign policy line es 
tablished in the last years of Putin's rule 

75For the view that the Putin-Medvedev diarchy may be an imperfect, but working, tandem, 
see Robert Coalson, "Baby Steps仙 Rαdio Free Europe/Radìo Liberty: The Power 時呵呵。l

Feature, January 30, 2009, http://www.rferl.org/contentlBlogl137698 1.htm1(accessed 
Februa可 9， 2008)
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of his presidency, whether any of this will come about remains to be seen, 
although there are signs pointing in that direction. With a solid economic 

background and experience in Gazprom, Medvedev nat盯ally holds a more 

moderate line compared 10 that of his predecessor, and yet the competition 

between the two top le祕ers has made it difficult for Medvedev to tone 

down Russia's anti-West rhetoric 

Another caveat is whether there is ratchet effect working in Russia's 

foreign policymaking, i志， whether the assertiveness of Putin's hard-line 

policy is i叮eversible once it reaches a certain level, particularly with inter

national factors (rising Russian power and incessant Westem encroach 

ment) working in the same direction. Up to this point, there has not been 

any obvious deviation in Russia's foreign policy away from the tone set by 

Putin toward the West76 Russia and China are still united in their common 

opposition to U.S. unilateralism and Western interference in other coun

tries' internal a叮刮目， with Moscow speaking out more bluntly than Beijing 

Medvedev has labeled countries that consider themselves "spreaders of 

civilization and emancipators U as Fascists who think they can ignore 

history and arbitrarily impose solutions to fundamental problems." 

Medvedev's first foreign trip Was to China, via Kazakhstan. The U.S. plan 

to deploy anti-ballistic missile systems in the Czech Republic and Poland 

is still angering Moscow, and drawing fierce criticism and even threats of 

military confrontation.78 The conflict in -Geor百ia intensified the antago

nism between Russia and the West, as the daring and flamboyant Saa-

760ne can compare the Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation, adopted in 2000 
under Putin, with the Qne adopted in 2日 08 under 恥1e【lvedev. The basic principles remain 
the same. See Dmitriî Medvedev，吋he Foreign Policy Concept ofthe Russian Federation," 
July 12, 2008, http://www.kremlin.r叫'engltext/docs/2008/07/204750.shtml (accessed 
August 10, 2008) 

77Huang Yinan, "Meideweijiefu chanshu Eluosi waijiao xinluxian" (Medvedev expounds 
Russia's new foreign policy line), Eluosi xinwenwang (RUSNEWS.CN), July 16, 200日，
http://big5.rusnews.cn/xinwentoushi/20080716/4220 5293 .htm 1 (acce田ed July 20, 2008) 

781n July, Russia's Izvestia newspaper quoted a "highly placed source" as saying Russia could 
land Tu-160 supersonic bombers, nicknamed "Whìte Swans," in Cuba in response to the 
planned U.S. missile defense shieId in Europe. The report drew a strong response from the 
u.s. military and was later denied by RussÎan officials. It could have been a veiled threat 
from Moscow to test the response of the United States and draw public attention to the 
lssue 
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kashvilli risked a Russian invasion by shelling Tskhivalli, the capital of 

South Osset血， in an attempt to recover the breakaway region that had been 

under virtual Russian occupation. When the United States responded by 

signing an agreement with Poland to secure the stationing of intercepting 

missiles in that coun仕y， Russian anger was fueled further. It is obvious that 

international confrontation of this kind is cancelling out the opportunity 

offered by the electoral cycles in Russia, and diminishing the possibili大yof

rapprochement 

As far as East Asia is concerned, there have been signs of moderation 

since the election. There is a need to differentiate between Moscow's at

titudes toward China and Japan. A surge in Russia's foreign policy vis-à

vis the West directly translates into a drive to seek betler relations with 

China as a countern唔唔ht to Western dominance." The same surge had a 

different meaning entirely for Japan, which is considered a staunch ally of 

Washington in Northeast Asia. Because of the great strategic value of 

China for a resurgent Russia, both in geopolitical and economic (arrns 

sales) terms, Moscow has always suppressed local concerns about Chinese 

migration into the Russian Far East and that region's vulnerability resulting 

from its economic dependence on China戶。 Sin。因Russian relations have 

always been cast in the most positive language by Putin.81 The Russian fOl 

eign policy surge coincided with the "Year ofRussia in China" (2006) and 

the "Year of China in Russia" (2007). The signing of a demarcation pact 

in July 2008 concerning the border along the Amur River (Heilon剖lang，

黑甘色;工)， which ended the forty-year-long border dispute between the two 

79Ziegler, "Russia and the CIS in 2007: Putin's Final Year?" 139 
80Viktor Larin，的tai i Dai'nii 帖stok Rossii v pervoi p%vine 90-kh: Probiemy regionai'nogo 

vzaimodeistviia (China and Russia1s Far East in the first half ofthe 1990s: problems of 
regional interaction) (Vladivostok: Dal'nauka, 1998) 

8lPutin's characterization ofthe Sino-Russian relationship at a meeting with Russia's ambas 
sadors and pennanent representatives on June 27, 2006, is 可pical: "Russia's friendly ties 
with the People's Republic ofChina have become all-encompassing in nature. We see our 
main task as being not to prese凹e what we have achieved thus far but to take new steps in 
order to further expand the partn叮ship between Russia and China." See Putin, "There 
Are More Benefits to Be Gained through Friendship with Modcm Russia，"卜7
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countries, was a clear sign of Moscow's intention to strengthen Sino

Russian relations82 As China is of great importance to Russia both in 

strategic and economic terms, one should expect good relations even if the 

Putin surge is brought to an end and moderation reigns in Russia's foreign 

policy, as in 2000 through 2006 盯
This contrasts sharply with a simi1ar territorial dispute with Japan 

over the four Kuri1 Islands, the only outstanding political issue between 

Moscow and Tokyo. In the foreign policy surge of 2006-07, Putin took a 

high-handed attitude over this issue, reminiscent ofthe Soviet Union's Cold 

War policy.84 He seemed to recognize only the 1956 Joint DecIaration 

which stipulates that the Soviet Union would hand over to Japan only two 

of the four islands in dispute (Habomai and Shikotan, not Iturup or 

Kunashìr) after the concIusion of a peace treaty, ignoring the 1993 Tokyo 

DecIaration which brought a11 ofthe four islands into consideration." The 

advent of the post-Putin era bodes we11 for an improvement in Moscow 

Tokyo relations. Judging from the two meetings between Medvedev and 

Prime Minister Yasuo Fukuda of Japan，也e high-handed and coercive re

marks of Putin are a thing of the past. 8G The meeting between Taro Aso, 

Fukuda's successor, and Medvedev in February 2009 in Sakhalin further 

82Kommersan丸 "Russia， China Settled Demarcation of Amur Islands," July 21 , 2008, http:// 
www.kommersant.com/p-12880/r_527 / Amur _ demarcation/ (accessed July 剖， 2008)

的The Sino-Russian 間lationship during that period was characterized by great ami旬'， as eVI 
denced by the 2001 Sino-Russian Treaty ofFriendship signed by Putin and President Jiang 
Zemin of China, and the first joint rnilitary exercises by the two countries in 2005. See 
、riktor Larin, "Pujing de dui Hua zhengce" (Put血's China policy), Shijie jingji yu zhengzhi 
仰'orld Economics and Politics) (Beijing), no. 6 (June 2007): 55-60. This shows that Mos 
cow is un1ikely to stop cultivating good relations with Beijing when it improves ties with 
the West 

84At the height ofRussia's foreign policy surge, Putin said 曲的 ifthe Japan目e want to "play 
samurais and brandish swords, then we can play at this game too, get our swords out and 
run about aod shout." See Vladimir Putio, "One Must Always Strive to Attain Big Vic
tories ," InternαtionalAβ"airs 52, 00. 2 (Apri12006): 1-7 

85Masamori Sase, "Japan-Russia Relations After Putin," A刀SS-Commentary， no. 38 (August 
1, 2008), http://www.jiia.or.jp/en_commentary/200808/01- I.html (accessed August 1, 
2008) 

的Dmitrii Medvedev, "Press Confiιenc間， Meetings with the Press, Press Statements," July 9, 
2008, http://www.kremlin.ru/englspeechesI2008/07 /09/2235_ type82 914type82915. shtml 
(accessed July 21 , 2008) 
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confinned the moderate and cooperative line of the new Russian president 
The Japanese are anxiously waiting for Prime Minister Putin's visit this 

summer to see if such a change is also evident with the president-tumed

premier, and whether the two countries can move closer on the te叮itorial

dispute, fo11owing the example ofthe successful agreement between Russia 
and China. Thus far, Medvedev's diplomatic performance in dealing with 

Japan confinns that he is more.moderate than Putin, but given Japan's role 

as the most ardent a11y of the United States in Asia, and the constraints on 

Medvedev's authority, there are clearly limits to the improvement ofRusso
Japanese relations at this early stage ofMedvedev's presidency. 

食費*

This paper proposes a domestic electoral explanation for Russia's for

eign policy surge during Putin's second tenn. lt argues that it was not the 
rising power of Russia or the incessant Western encroachment on Russia's 

core interests that prompted the abrupt surge in mid-2006 也at shocked ob
servers around the world. Instead, it points out the significance of Putin's 

succession, and the domestic need, in the face of electoral competition, to 
appeal to anti-Westem sentiment within Russia 吐lfough an asse叫ve for

eign policy. Russi的 rising power and Westem encroachment were also 

important干 however， in that 由ey provided the necessary background con
ditions for Putin to change his foreign policy. However, those factors 

alone could not account for the timing and αbruptness ofthe surge. Here 

a domestic explanation linked to the electoral cycle comes in. As such, a 
fu11 explanation ofthe policy surge would have to include a11 three factors, 
with the intemational ones constituting the background and electoral com
petition functioning as the catalyst. The momentum is provided by the 

fonner, but the timing and abruptness, or the way in which the surge took 

place, can be attributed mainly to Russia's domestic politics. As foreign 

policy is made by the ruling el悅， their political calculations must be part 

of auy major policy shift. In this case, no matter how confi丑聞tmembers
ofthe elite were about Russia's newly regained national strength, or how 

indignant they were over the West's eastward expansion, they would not 
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have engineered a realignment of foreign policy without taking into ac

count domestic political implications , A comparison with China, a simi 

larly situated continental power, shows that if international factors are 

sufficient expl阻ation for foreign policy changes, then Beijing should have 
taken a much more assertive attitude toward the West than Moscow. The 
fact that this has not happened poin帖 toam吋or difference between Russia 

and China: the lack of electoral competition and the need to whip up anti
Western sentiment for electoral purposes in China. Even though Russia is 

not a typicalliberal democracy, but a prominent case of "competitive au 
thoritarianism," the regime still needs regular electoral victories to stay in 

power, and that makes a lot of difference. 
Given the importance of electoral competition, Qne would expect 

Moscow's post-election foreign policy to be diffe自nt from that under Putin. 

This is not apparent as y帥， probably because the new president has been in 
office for less than a year and because of the conflict in Georgia. In addi

tion to the extremely unfavorable international environmel祉， there are other 
factors that may work to prevent the emergence of a realistic and moderate 
foreign policy line in Moscow. One is that the delicate balance that Putin 

has created between himself and Medvedev may not survive long, for the 

great gap between institutional and informal powers will naturally breed 
miscalculation, frustration, and competition between the two power cen

ters. Conflict over foreign policy is a likely result under those circum 
stances. Even if the tandem still works, intemal competition may act to 

thwart any major policy change, especially when competing factions are 

afraid of appearing submissive in the face of foreign pressure. The other 
factor is the ratchet e出ect by which a jacked-up, assertive foreign policy 

does not lend itself easily to moderation, particularly with international fac
tors working in the opposite direction. In order to test the relative validity 

of the various explanations of Russia's foreign policy, one needs to make 

steady observations over time. Those in the West who want to encourage 
Russia to tone down its bellicose rhetoric should seize the current window 

of opportunity, i.e. , the inter-election period, to cultivate belter ties with 

Moscow, especially with the new president. A1though Russia may not 
respond swift1y to friendly gestures by the West, one can easily appreciate 
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the importance of not trampling on Russia's core interests. Any such move 

may dampen the possibility of rapprochement offered by reduced political 

competition in Russia. Once the current window of opportunity is shut, and 

political competition intensifies in Russia with the approach of new elec 

tions, the prospects for a smoother Westem-Russian relationship will dim 

As Russia's foreign policy pos個問 toward Asia is basically a function of 

Moscow's att加de toward the West, the deterioration of the Westem

Russian relationship bodes ill for most countries in 也C 間gion， with their 

close connections with the United States. China remains a conspicuous ex 

ception to this rule. It stands to benefit from increasing tension between 

Russia and the West 
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